ENGLISH
Year 5&6
Summer Term Week 5

Unit/Lesson focus: the aim of this unit of learning is to write an explanation text
based on the video ‘The Shirt Machine’ located on the following website
https://www.literacyshed.com/shirtmachine.html We will be revising the
features of explanation texts and imperative verbs, looking at different types of
questions, and also focusing on the use of expanded noun phrases and figurative
language in our sentences.
Credit @www.literacyshed.com
Unit Learning Objectives:
L.O.: To identify key features of an explanation text
L.O.: To identify the difference between open and closed questions
L.O.: To identify and use imperative verbs
L.O.: To use expanded noun phrases
L.O.: To use figurative language and descriptive writing to enhance an
explanation text
L.O.: To write an explanation text

Lesson 8 (4)
L.O.: To plan and draft an explanation text
I can plan and draft an explanation text
I can also write chronologically, using detailed and technical
descriptive language.
I can even write chronologically, using detailed descriptive
language, including figurative language, and varied sentence
structures.

Vocabulary focus:

Adverbials of time

An adverbial is a word or phrase that
modifies the meaning of an adjective, verb,
adverb or clause.
Adverbials can be grouped according to what
they are describing: time (when), place
(where), number (order), frequency (how
often) or manner (how).
An adverbial of time tells the reader when
something happens.

adverbial of time = tells the reader when something
happens.

Example Sentences
Yesterday we visited the ruined castle.
Later, we will have an ice cream.
The soldier stood to attention immediately.
First, mix butter and sugar in a bowl.*
Finally, the puppy brought the ball back to his owner.*
*These are adverbials of number

Questions
Underline the adverbials in these sentences:

1. Firstly, we went into the museum for a workshop about the Ancient Egyptians.
2. The dog sat waiting by the door for its owner to come out of the shop.
3. Ms Williams says that I must finish my poem before the end of the day.
4. Without warning, a spider ran across the classroom floor which made us all scream.
5. Cacti hardly ever need water.

Let’s remind ourselves of the
features of explanation texts,
which we looked at during our
first lesson.
Take a moment to think about
how the descriptive writing that
you have completed over the last
few lessons relates to writing an
explanation text.

Watch The Shirt Machine in full.
http://www.literacyshed.com/shirtmachine.html

As you watch, remind yourself
• Who built the machine?
• Why did he build it?
• When was it built?
• How was it built?
• What happens once the machine is switched on?
• Where did the parts come from?
• Where does he get his inspiration from?

Today you are going to use ideas from the writing that
you have already completed to help you plan and draft
an explanation text.
Use one of the guides (see next slide) to help you plan
the information that you are going to provide the reader
with.
What information are you going to include?
You need to include specific words, phrases and
grammar that you have learnt during the unit in order to
complete your planning sheet effectively.
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Step by step
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WAGOLL:

Uncle Isle of Mull loved making shirts but not
using material and thread

Machine made of different parts inc pistons, pipes,
transistors… collected over 10 years and assembled
in shed in garden. Use expanded noun phrases

See instructions from lesson 3 – imperative verbs,
descriptive language, figurative language,
5 senses

Describe shirts made – expanded noun phrases,
figurative language, 5 senses

Unique shirts - one of a kind – gifts or rewards for
special people. Would be great to receive one.
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Task:

use your plan to write an explanation text about the shirt machine.

Write the first draft of an explanation text, detailing how the
shirt machine was first thought of, built and how it works.
Remember to keep the key points from your plan in your mind as
you write.
Think carefully about the descriptive language and vocabulary that
you have already used, including time conjunctions, adverbial
phrases, technical language, use of the 5 senses, figurative
language and imperative verbs.
• How will you decide the chronological order in which to write your text?
• How will you ensure that you have written a detailed and engaging text?
Look at the WAGOLL for ideas on how to start.

WAGOLL:
First two paragraphs

Introduction
Have you ever seen a remarkable piece of clothing and wondered who designed it
and why? Today we find out about the designer of the shirt machine and the
inspiration behind this amazing piece of technology.
What was the inspiration behind the machine?
Built by a brilliant Uncle who lives on the Isle of Mull in Scotland, it was invented
because he is a shirt maker who prefers not to create them in the traditional way
(material and thread). Rather than use a pattern, he designs and makes unique
shirts on his machine.
What is the shirt machine?
The shirt machine is a huge contraption which is housed in Uncle’s old barn next to
his house, which overlooks the wild North Sea. Over ten years, the Uncle collected
a wide range of parts from scrap yards, the shingle beach, friendly next door
neighbours, and special technical parts, which had to be purchased and posted.
These were all stored in an old barn next to his house and slowly glued, screwed,
nailed and slotted together to create the shirt machine.

Plenary:
When you have finished, read your text through.

Is it chronological?
Have you used expanded noun phrases, figurative language,
the five senses?
Have you varied your sentence starters by using time
conjunctions and other adverbial phrases?
Have you remembered to include technical language?
Finally, check your punctuation - capital letters, commas to
separate adjectives and fronted adverbials, colons and semicolons, parenthesis, and full stops.
Go through and edit any sentences that you think can be
improved.

Reflection:
Lesson 8
L.O.: To plan and draft an explanation text
I can plan and draft an explanation text
I can also write chronologically, using detailed descriptive
and technical language.
I can even write chronologically, using detailed descriptive
language, including figurative language, and varied sentence
structures.

Answers
Underline the adverbials in these sentences:

1. Firstly, we went into the museum for a workshop about the Ancient Egyptians.
2. The dog sat waiting by the door for its owner to come out of the shop.
3. Ms Williams says that I must finish my poem before the end of the day.
4. Without warning, a spider ran across the classroom floor which made us all scream.
5. Cacti hardly ever need water.

